Extracts from reviews of Good Thinking
by I.J. Good
(University of Minnesota Press, Dec. 1983)
J.O. Berger "…in terms of tying together the philosophical threads and finding the
correct balance between idealism and pragmatism, I find myself in greatest accord with
Good… The book addresses vital current issues and is at the forefront of statistical
thought. I heartily recommend it."
Martin Gardner "For more than thirty years I.J. Good has been prodding, stimulating,
criticizing, enlightening, surprising and amusing colleagues with his dazzling insights
into the dark mysteries of probability and scientific inference. No one concerned with
statistics or the philosophy of science can afford not to grab, ponder and preserve this
marvelous long-needed collection."
Ian Hacking "…there are probably more ideas here than in all the writings since Peirce
by philosophers of probability… let us welcome the treasure trove and mine it."
Bruce Hill "This is an interesting and entertaining book by one of the major Bayesian
thinkers of the 20th century… The style is both witty and engaging."
Colin Howson "…contributions of one of the most distinguished living contributors to
the philosophy of science… …the case for making explicit reference to prior
probabilities - that is to say, for accepting the basic Bayesian premise- … has never been
made so persuasively."
H.E. Kyburg "…this is an extraordinary collection of papers, documenting creativity in
both statistics and philosophy… there is no paper that is not in some degree inspiring …
In short this is a highly recommended book."
D.V. Lindley "Here we have a marvelous opportunity to read what one of the major
thinkers on probability has to say about many topics… To anyone even mildly interested
in the wide use of probability this book is essential reading. It is original and
important…"
Henry S. Tropp "Jack Good's marvelous sense of humor and careful choice of language
add to stimulating insights so lucidly presented."
John A. Wheeler "[as] a user of probability, I found absolutely fascinating this humane
and enlightening discussion…"

